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1. INTRODUCTION 
It is characteristic for the evolution of many processes that at certain 
moments they change their state by jumps. Adequate mathematical models 
of such processes are the systems with impulses. Their study began with the 
work of Millman and Myshkis [l] in 1960. In some of the works on 
systems with impulses one considers the so-called systems with impulse 
effect at fixed moments of time [l-9] of the type 
$=jv, xl, t f tk, 
dxl,=rt=zk(X), k = 1, 2, . ..) (b) 
where t E I = [0, CC ); x E R”; tk E I are the moments of impulse effect and 
z,=O<r,<r,< . . . . limk,,tk=co. 
Systems of type (a)-(b) are characterized as follows: 
1. For t # rk the mapping point (t, x(t)) moves along some of the 
integral curves of the system dx/dt =f(t, x). 
2. At the moment t = rk the system is subject to an impulse effect and 
the mapping point “instantly” is transferred from position (z,, x(rk)) into 
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position (5 k, x(rk) + Zk(x(sk))). Afterwards, for rL < t < rl. + I 1 the solution 
x(t) of system (1 )-(b) coincides with the solution ~$2) of the initial value 
problem 
$=f(t, .Y), ,L’(Tk) =X(Tk) + zk(,Y(Tk)). 
3. At the moments zk of impulse effect the solution x(t) of system 
(a)-(b) is left continuous, i.e., 
X(Tk - 0) = X(T,), 
X(Tk + 0) = X(Tk) + dX(T,) =x(z,) + ZJX(Tk)). 
In the papers [l&15] for the system of differential equations without 
impulse effect (a) the following problem is considered: Under what condi- 
tions to a given vector c E R” does a solution x,(t) correspond such that 
lim x,,(t) = c? (1) 
,-CC 
We shall consider the same problem for the system with impulse effect of 
the type 
$=A(t)x+g(t,x), f#T,, (2) 
AxI , = rk = Zk(X), k= 1, 2, . . . . (3) 
The obtained sufficient conditions for convergence to a constant 
generalize the results of V. Trench’s paper [lo], where the system of 
ordinary differential equations (2) is considered. 
2. PRELIMINARY NOTES 
Further on we assume that m is a non-negative integer. We shall use 
the following notations: 1x1 is the norm of the vector x E R”; IAl = 
sup,,, =, /Ax( is the norm of the (n x n)-matrix A; E is the unit (n x n)- 
matrix. 
We introduce the following set of conditions (A): 
Al. The (n x n)-matrix A(t) is continuous for t E Z, t # rk and in the 
points zk, k = 1, 2, . . . it has discontinuities of first type and is left con- 
tinuous. 
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A2. The integrals 
Aj(t)=jm Ai-’ A(S) dS, l<jdm(A,=E) (4) t 
are convergent. 
A3. The function w: I+ Z is continuous, non-increasing on Z, 0 < 
w(t)< 1 and either lim,,, w(t)=0 or w(t)= 1. 
A4. To the vector c E R” a constant M > 0 corresponds uch that: 
(i) the function g(t, x) is continuous on each of the sets 
Gk={(t,X):Zk-‘<t~Z~,IX-cC(~MW(t)}, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
(ii) for any (rk, x) E Gk there exists the finite limit 
lim g(t3 Y). (t..~)-r(rk.x).(f,~)~Gk+~ 
(iii) I At, x) - g(t, c)l 6 R(t, Ix - cl 1, (5) 
for(t,x)~G=U~~lGk={(t,x):t>O,(x-~( 6 Mw(t)},whereR(t,A)is 
continuous on ((t, 1) : t > 0, 0 < i < Mw(t)} and non-decreasing in I for 
any t > 0 fixed. 
A5. The function Zk(x), k = 1, 2, .,. is continuous on the set Qk = 
{x: (x-cl dMw(r,)} and 
Iz&)-zk(c)l GPkw--Cl) for XEQ~; (6) 
where fik(A) is continuous and non-decreasing for 0 < I < Mw(r,). 
We define Zk = cj”=O Aj and from (4) it follows that 
dr, dt= -Z-,-,4 O<k<m(T_, =O), (7) 
r,=r,-,+A,, (8) 
lim rk(t) = E. (9) f’oz 
From (9) it follows that Z,,, is invertible for large values of t and 
lim f-rCC r,-‘(t) = E. Let to>,0 be such that r;‘(t) exists on [to, cc) and let 
us define the functions 
and 
hw=suP w;‘(.al= 1+0(l) 
s>r 
v,(t) = k(t) SUP (lZ,(s)lI = 1 + o(f). 
S>l 
(10) 
(11) 
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Let D = (c(, 0) c I be an arbitrary interval. Denote by PC(D, R”) the 
space of functions x: D + R” which satisfy the conditions: 
1. x(f) is continuous for t E D, t # zk and sup,* ,) is(r)1 < x 
2. There exist the finite limits 
lim x(r)=.~(t~-0) if 5k E (g, 81 ,-rli -0 
lim x(t)=~(r,+O) if zk E Cr, b? 
r-ri+o 
and 
X(Zk - 0) = X(Tk) if zk E (a, j?] n D. 
Denote by M(D, R”) the space of bounded functions x: D + R”. 
Obviously PC(D, R”) c M(D, R”). In the spaces PC(D, R”) and M( D, R”) 
we introduce the norm 
l/XII = sup lx(t)l. 
IED 
If x,,xEPC(D,R”) and /Ix,-x/J+0 as n+co, then limn,,x,(t)= 
x(t) uniformly on each finite subinterval of D. Then, following the proof of 
Theorem 1.4.8 in [ 163, it is easy to prove that PC(D, R”) is closed in 
M(D, R”) and since M(D, R”) is complete, then by [ 16, Lemma 1.4.73 the 
space PC(D, R”) is a Banach one. 
Let D, c D and 9 c PC(D, R”). 
DEFINITION 1. We call the set B quasi-equicontinuous on D, if for any 
E> 0 there exists 6 >O such that if XEF”, k= 1, 2, . . . . t,, t,E (r& ,, zk] n 
D, and Jtl -t,l ~6, then Ix(t,)-x(t,)l <E. 
LEMMA 1. The set F c PC((0, tk], R”) = S is relatively compact if’ and 
only if: 
1. 9’ is uniformly bounded, i.e., there exists N > 0 such that /Ix// <N 
for any x E 9. 
2. .F is quasi-equicontinuous on (0, ~~1. 
ProoJ: It is clear that 9’ = Fi x . . x Fk c S, x . x Sk = S, where Sj = 
PC((tj~- 1, ~~1, R”), i= 1, . . . . k and E, i= 1, . . . . k is the set of functions 
-xi: (r,+, , zi] -+ R” such that 
x;(t) =x(t), tE(Ti-,,Ti],xE~. 
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The set 9 is relatively compact in S if and only if each @ is relatively 
compact in Si. But by the theorem of Ascoli-Arzella this is satisfied if and 
only if $ is uniformly bounded and equicontinuous, i.e., when conditions 1 
and 2 of Lemma 1 are fulfilled. 
Remark 1. Lemma 1 still holds if in its formulation the interval (0, rk] 
is replaced by an arbitrary finite interval [cr, /I] c I. 
LEMMA 2. Let g c PC( [to, MI), R”) and the following conditions hold: 
1. There exists cp E PC( [ to, w,), R”) and a number d> 0 such that 
11x--cpll dd for XES”. 
2. For any E b 0 there exists T> t, such that 
Ix(t) - dt)l < 8 for t>TandxE.9 
and 9 is quasi-equicontinuous on [to, T]. 
Then B is relatively compact. 
Proof. Without loss of generality we assume that cp = 0. If this is not 
true, the proof of Lemma 2 is carried out for the set 
I?={hEPC([t,,co),R”):h=x--,xE.p}. 
Let E > 0 be given. We choose T= rk so that 
IX(t)\ <E for t>rk. (12) 
But from the conditions of Lemma 2 it follows that the set 
%= {YEPC(C~,, Tl, R”): y(t)=x(t), tE[t,,, T],x~9} 
satisfies the conditions of Lemma 1. Hence 9$ is relatively compact in 
PC( [ t,, T], R”). Then there exist yj~ 9& j= 1, . . . . 1 such that for any 
y E 9* there exists j E { 1, . . . . l} so that 
lY(t)-Yj(t)l <& for tE [to, T]. (13) 
From (12) and (13) it follows that the functions 
tE [to, Tl 
t > T, j = 1, . . . . I 
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are such that for any x E .F there exists ,j E { 1, . . . . I} so that 
(x(t)-x,(t)1 <c for f >, to. 
Hence x , , . . . . x, form a finite c-network and .F is relatively compact. 
Let V[t,,, co) be the closed convex subset of PC( [t,,, x ), R”) defined by 
Consider the integral equation 
f,(r)x(t)=c-jx A,Js)A(s),x(s)ds 
f 
-Ix rm(s) g(s> x(s)) ds- C rm(zi)Ij(X(zj)) (15) 
I I < 7, 
and the operator U: V[to, co) + PC( [ t,, co), R”) defined by 
(Ux)(t) = r,‘(t) 
-jrn r,(s) g(s, x(s)) ds- C rm(zi) Ij(x(r,)) 1 (16) f r < 7, 
From (7), (8), and (9) it follows that if the integrals and the series in 
(15) are convergent, then the solution x(t) of (16) is a solution of system 
(2)-(3) and (1) holds. It is easily seen that if x( t) E I’[&, co) is a fixed point 
for the operator U, i.e., Ux = x, then x(t) is a solution of (16). 
Hence the finding of a solution x(t) of system (2)-(3) satisfying (1) is 
reduced to finding a fixed point x E I’[tO, co) for the operator U. The 
following theorems give sufficient conditions for applying the theorem of 
Schauder-Tychonoff which guarantees the existence of such fixed point. 
3. MAIN RESULTS 
THEOREM 1. Let the following conditions hold: 
1. Conditions (A) hold and lim,, m w(t) = 0. 
2. Let 
h(z) = (r,‘(t) - E)c - r,‘(t) jr- A,(s) A(s)c ds 
f 
+ jm r,(s) g(s> cl ds + ,& Ron I,(c)] 
, 
(17) 
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and assume that 
lim sup L- m 
,+3c ij [ w(t) f 
IA,,(s) A(s)\ w(s) + ‘(” ,.(‘)‘] ds 
+ 1 #qMWbj)) =e<1 
I s T, A4 
(18) 
(19) 
and 
a<M(l -e). (20) 
Then, if t, is large enough, there exists a solution x,(t) of system (2)-(3) 
on [to, CO) such that 
and 
Ix,(t) - cl G Mw(t), t> t, (21) 
lim sup --& Ix,(t) - C( G u + MB 
r--rOc 
(22) 
or, more precisely, 
limsup--&lx,(t)-c-h(t)l<MH. (23) 
t-CC 
Proof: Write (16) in the form 
(W(t)=c+h(t)-T,‘(t) j”?I,(s)A(s)(x(s)-c)ds 
i I 
+ s M ~m(s)(g(s, x(s)) - g(s, c)) ds I 
+ C rm(tj)(zj(x(rj)) - Ijtc)) > 
I 
(24) 
r G z, 
where the integrals and the series are convergent if x E V[t,,, CO) which 
follows from (5), (6), (14), and (19). Moreover, 
I(Ux)(t) - cl d Ih( + MAt) jm I4,h) A(s)I 4s) ds f 
1% Ns, Mw(s)) ds+ 1 P,(Mw(zj)) . (25) f 1 < T, 1 
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From (lo), (1 1 ), (19), and (20) it follows that there exists a sufficiently 
large I, such that 
I(Ux)(r)-cl GMw(t) for t 3 t,,, (26) 
i.e., 
Let xi E V[t,, co), i = 1, 2, . . and lim, _ Jc X, = x E V[ t,, co). From (lo), 
(1 l), and (24) we deduce the estimate 
I(Ux,)(r) - (Ux)(t)l 
6 Pm(hJ s 5 lAm(s) A(s)l Ixi(s)-x(s)l & 
10 
+ v?n(GJ 1,: Is( 
i 
s, xi(s)) - g(s, x(s))1 ds 
+ C Izj(x,(zj))P zj(x(zj))l 
10 4r, 1 
G~rn(fO) 1,: IAm A(s)I Ixj(s)-x(s)l ds 
s, xi(s)) - ds, x(s))1 ds 
+,,<~cT IzjCxiCz~~~~~jCxCzj~,I 
. . 1 
+ kn(hJ j”x ~4 IAn A(s)I 4s) ds i 
+ 2vm(~o) jy NJ, Mw(s)) ds + c Bj(Mw(z,)) 1 T < 7, 1 
from which by standard arguments it follows that lim,, 5 (Ux,)(t) = 
(Ux)(t) uniformly in t E [r,, co), i.e., the operator U is continuous on 
ukl, a). 
We shall show that the set 9 = UV[t,, co) is relatively compact. Let 
E > 0 be given and choose T> t, so that Mw( T) < E. Then I( Ux)(t) - CJ < E 
for t > T and x E 9. Moreover, for j= 1, 2, . . . . t,, t, E (T,,- r, z,] n [to, r], 
t, < t, and x E 9 we have that 
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=h(t,)-h(t,)+I-,-‘(t,) j”A,,(s)A(s)(x(s)-c)ds 
[ 11 
+ s ‘* ~m(s)kb, x(s)) - As, ~1) ds 11 I 
+(~,‘(t,)-~,‘(t,))~,(t,)C(~x)(t*)-c-h(t*)l 
whence it follows that F = UV[t,, GO) is quasi-equicontinuous on [to, T] 
and by Lemma 2 9 is relatively compact. 
Thus we have checked that the conditions of the theorem of Schauder- 
Tychonoff are satisfied which implies Ux, = x,. for some x, E V[tO, co). 
Setting x = Ux = x, in (24) (25), and (26) and in view of (lo), (1 l), (18), 
and (19) we obtain (21), (22), and (23). 
This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
COROLLARY 1. In addition to the conditions of Theorem 1 assume that 
R(t, A,)lR(t, 2,) Gi,lL (27) 
Bk(J.1 )/B/c(&) G ~.I/4 6’8) 
for 0~1, d& and k= 1, 2, . . . . 
Then (22) can be replaced by 
lim sup --& Ix,(t) - c/ < c( 
,-CC l-8’ 
(29) 
Proof Let 
@(t)=sup 1 Ix,(s)-cl 
sat i w(s) 1 
and 
6= lim @(t)=,“f”,& Ix,(t)-cl. (30) 
f--rcc 
Setting x= Ux= x,. in (24) and in view of (lo), (ll), (5) and (6) we 
obtain 
Ix,.(f) - cl G Ih( + v,(t) jm IA,(s) A(s)I lx,.(s) - 4 ds I 
+~rrr(f)[j~ R(s> Ix,(s)-cl)ds+ c P,(Mi,)-cl)]. (31) 
f r<r, 
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To the second integral and the series in (31) we apply (27) and (28) and, 
dividing by I’, we obtain 
(32) 
where 
v,,At) jL IA,,(s) A(s)I MS) ds 
I 
+ PL,(t) 
-( Jx R(s, Mw(s))ds+ C 
A4 I 
b’,,(MW(tj)) . 
r<r, 
From (IO), (11 ), and (19) it follows that 
lim sup P(t) = 0. 
r+‘x 
(33) 
Letting t tend to co in (32) and in view of (18), (30), and (33) we obtain 
6 6 a + 86 which proves (29). 
We shall formulate separately Theorem 2 for the case w 3 1. 
THEOREM 2. Let the following conditions be fu&Zled: 
1. Conditions (A) hold and w = 1. 
2. Let for t > 0 the integrals and the series in (17) be convergent and 
I 
m IA,(t) A(t)1 dt < co, j= R(t, M) dt < co, f P,(W< @J. (34) 
/=I 
Then, if t, is large enough, there exists a solution x,(t) of system (2)-(3) 
on [to, co) such that 
lx,(t)- cl d M for t 2 t, and lim x,.( t ) = L’. 
,-UC 
The proof of Theorem 2 is carried out repeating the arguments of 
Theorem 1. We shall note only that from (17) it follows that 
lim I+u3 [h(t)/ =0 and then from (18), (19), and (34) we obtain a = d=O, 
i.e., (20) is satisfied. The relation 
lim I(Ux)(t)-cl =0 for XE V[t,, co) 
1-m 
follows immediately from (25) and (34). 
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Unlike Theorems 1 and 2, where the limit vector c is fixed beforehand, 
in the following theorem the vector c can be arbitrarily chosen. 
THEOREM 3. Let the following conditions be fulfilled: 
1. Conditions Al, A2, and A3 hold. 
2. The function g(t, x) is continuous on each of the sets 
(5/, ~, , tk] x R” and for any k = 1, 2, . . . and x E R” there exists the finite limit 
lim 
(I,.“)-(rkrX), l>Tk g(t, y, 
Ig(t,x)-g(t,c)lGR(t, L-4) 
for t >,O and x, CE R”, where the function R(t, A) is continuous on 
[0, 0~)) x [0, co) and non-decreasing in i for each t > 0. 
3. The function IJx), k = 1, 2, . . . is continuous on R” and for x, c E R” 
and k = 1, 2, . . . we have 
IZ!f(x) - I,(c)1 d B/r(lx - Cl 1, 
where flk(A) is continuous and non-decreasing for 12 0. 
4. IA,(t)l=O(w(t)), as t+cO,j=l,..., m+l. (35) 
5. For each c E R” 
r,(s) ds, clds = Ww(t)) as t-+oO. 
and 
rFz r,(zj) I,(c) = Ww(t)) 
1, 
6. For any A4 > 0 we have 
(36) 
as t-+co. (37) 
lim sup L 
,-CC [j 
m 
w(t) f 
IA,,,(s) A(s)I w(s) ds 
+ I 
PjtMwtzj)) 
1 
mR(s$“‘+))ds+ 1 M 
1 
=8<1. (38) 
1 s z, 
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Then for any vector c E R” there esists a solution x,(t) qf’.system (2). (3) 
which is defined for all t large enough and suti?fies the relation 
Is,(t) - c.1 = O(w( t)) a.s t ---t cc. (39) 
Moreover, if 8 = 0 in (38), then the theorem still holds !‘f’ in (35), (36), 
(37), and (39) we replace 0 hi, o. 
ProoJ: Let CE R” be fixed. From (35) it follows that If,;‘(t)- EJ = 
O(w(t)) and (35), (36), (37), and (17) imply Ih( = O(w(t)), i.e., (18) 
holds for some CX. Choose M > 0 so that (20) holds and apply Theorem 1 
(or Theorem 2 in the case w = 1). If 8 = 0 and in Theorem 3 0 is replaced 
by o, then we obtain CI = 0. Then the relation Ix,.(t) - cl = o(w(t)) follows 
from assertion (22) of Theorem 1 and from Theorem 2 (in the case when 
WE 1). 
Consider the linear system with impulse effect 
$= CA(t)+B(t)lx+g(t), t # Sk 
Axl,=,k=Bkx+hk, k = 1, 2, . . . . 
where B(t) and B, are (n x n)-matrices; g: I -+ R” and h, E R”. 
As a consequence of Theorem 3 we deduce the following. 
(40) 
THEOREM 4. Let the following conditions be sati$ed: 
1. Conditions Al, A2, A3, and condition (35) hold. 
2. B(t) and g(t) are continuous for t E I, t # zA and in t = zk they have 
discontinuities of ,first type and are left continuous. 
fi 3. The ,following conditions are j 
Oc f,(s) B(s) ds = O(w(t)), 
rlfilled: 
i x f,(s) g(s) u’s =O(w(t)), (41  , 
C fm(z;) Bj = O(W(t)), C I-rn(zj) h, = O(w(t)), 
f < T, f < 7, 
(42) 
0 
;c Mm(s) A(s)I + lB(s)l) 4s) ds I 
+ c lBjjl w(tJ =8< 1. 
t< T, 1 (43) 
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Then for each vector CE R” there exist a solution x,,(t) of system (40) 
which is defined for all t large enough and satisfies (39). 
Moreover, if0 = 0 in (43), the theorem still holds ifin (35), (39), (41), and 
(42) we replace 0 by o. 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the scalar equation with impulse effect 
$= Ca(t)+b(t)jx+g(t), 
(44) 
dxl,=.=b,x+h,, n = 1, 2, . ..) 
where a(t) = (4 sin t)/t, b(t) = (t cos t)/2(t2 + l), g(t) = (sin 2t)/t, b, = 
( - 1)“/2n, h, = l/n*. 
Let w(t) = min( 1, l/t). Taking into account the estimates 
jjtm Fdsi <;, 
’ +,m~d+4(if2n)> 2(t + 27c) 
we conclude that for m = 0 and m = 1 conditions Al-A3 and relations (35), 
(41), and (42) hold. Moreover, 
1 
lb(s)1 w(s)ds=z<- 
8 2’ 
1 
la,(s) a(s)\ w(s) ds 2 -, 2 
limsupiJm 
f-cc w(t) f 
la,(s) a(s)1 w(s) ds = 0. 
409/158/l-2 
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Hence, for m = 1 relation (43) holds with H = $+ n/8 < I and by 
Theorem 4 for any c E R Eq. (44) has a solution x,.(t) satisfying for t large 
enough the estimate Ix,.(t) - C/ d const/t. 
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